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The Dorrance 

"Dine at the Dorrance"

The Dorrance has garnered a reputation over the years as one of the best

restaurants in Providence, or all of Rhode Island for that matter. The

ambiance exudes elegance just like the menu, with dishes that contain

exotic ingredients like Burrata, Blue Mussels in saffron and a selection of

Rillettes on their Charcuterie plate. The food menu changes according to

season, however the cocktails stay fairly static, that is because they have

perfected them. A couple of the highlights include the Creole Lemonade

made with Damask Gin or the potent Kentucky Fire made with both

Heaven Hill 8 year Bourbon and Laphroaig scottish whiskey!

 +1 401 521 6000  thedorrance.com/  thedorrance@gmail.com  60 Dorrance Street,

Providence RI
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Bravo Brasserie 

"Upscale & Elegant"

Bravo Brasserie is an elegant eatery located in the heart of downtown

Providence. It is two blocks from Kennedy Plaza and is adjacent to the

Providence theater district. Bravo is a full service restaurant complete with

excellent menu's and a large selection of wines from regions around the

world. Bravo Brasserie has a stylish atmosphere that is great for a nice sit-

down lunch or dinner. In the evenings it has a nice lounge that is perfect

for a few drinks with friends. The atmosphere also calls for couples with

intimate indoor and outdoor seating great for specialty drinks and audible

conversations. Located on the second floor is an outstanding banquet

facility for private functions. It has large picture windows overlooking the

city in the downtown theater district.

 +1 401 490 5112  www.bravobrasserie.com/  info@bravobrasserie.com  123 Empire Street,

Providence RI
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CAV 

"Dine Among Antiques"

This cavernous restaurant and cafe/bar also doubles as an antique store.

Housed in the old jewelry district's Imperial Place, the cafe offers music

and performance nights (such as poetry readings), and popular

contemporary cuisine, such as Italian, American and a range of other

dishes. This is a favorite hangout for upscale Providence couples and

singles seeking an interesting night out with a very attractive ambiance. A

selection of antiques is on site for your browsing pleasure. The restaurant

has a full service bar.

 +1 401 751 9164  www.cavrestaurant.com/  14 Imperial Place, Providence RI
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DeWolf Tavern 

"Something New"

Do not go by the name DeWolf Tavern, and expect a local raucous pub-

like atmosphere; instead, this restaurant is quite the opposite. Housed in a

restored warehouse, DeWolf Tavern offers guests an elegant ambiance to

dine in. Renowned chef and proprietor Sai Viswanath, brings in modern

twists to American cuisine. The chef uses his Indian heritage to offer

guests innovative recipes like Naan Pizza, Shirmp Pakora, Roasted

Vegetable and Fruit Chatt Salad and tandoor dishes. Rum, cocktails and

bourbon are available to complement your food.

 +1 401 254 2005  www.dewolftavern.com/  259 Thames Street, Bristol RI
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